BIRD GARD
Please read the Bird Gard Manual.
The focus of the Bird Gard in the modern Dairy facility is to help
protect property and profitability of the Dairy operation. The two most
common applications are in a modern free stall barn and for feedstuffs
storage.
Application/Coverage
1. Free Stall Barn
The Bird Gard Super Pro or the Bird Gard Pro Plus is recommended
to be set up within a free stall facility. The Super Pro provides
coverage for up to 500 cows and the Pro Plus provides coverage for
up to 200 cows. Speakers are placed at the center of the barn at a
height of greater than 10 feet.
2. Feedstuffs protection
Depending on the size of the area to be covered a Bird Gard Super
Pro or a Bird Gard Pro Plus is recommended. The Super Pro
provides coverage of up to 6 acres and the Pro Plus provides
coverage of up to 3 acres. The unit should be mounted close to the
area to be protected and at least 10 feet high.
Controller
All units are set up with a photo cell to turn units on and off with light.
If you prefer, another option is to use a timer to turn the unit on and
off at designated times.
On the back of this page is the recommended configuration of the
controller: For maximum results always keep the predatory birds on
(please note that some chips come with more than one predator
sound.) Once a week switch to the complete opposite configuration.
This will prevent the birds from becoming accustomed to the sounds.
Our unit comes standard with the #40 chip and #90 chip. These two
chips can be used interchangeably to increase your success, other
chips are available - please contact us for further information on the
other sounds that are available.
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Note: Factory settings are all
“ON.” You must change your
switches.

Always leave the predator switch
ON (Sound 8 for Chip #40)
Rotate the other switches.
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If using a timer rather than the
photo sensor please turn “OFF”
Included with Super Pro Units ONLY

Always check to make sure
these setting match your unit.
Change if necessary. Once they
are the same, never change
them. (only exception would be
#3 if you are using a timer)
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